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          WebViewer Version:8.0.1

Do you have an issue with a specific file(s)?

XOD

Can you reproduce using one of our samples or online demos?

Are you using the WebViewer server?

No

Does the issue only happen on certain browsers?

No

Is your issue related to a front-end framework?

I am using react in frontend with the webviewer

Is your issue related to annotations?

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

Pdftron wbviewer not able to load XOD

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Hi I am using the Webviewer to render PDF, I want to render the XOD files which I converted from the same PDFs. Please let me know the exact steps to load XOD documents in the web viewer and load them

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:
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                    How to View EA form PDF document in PDFTron Web Viewer
                    

                    Where is the tool name list?
                    

                    ListBox and ComboBox Annotation
                    

                    Webviewer not loading only on one machine
                    

                    About the chunk data size of linearized PDF
                    

                    Clear existing annotation form the WebViewer
                    

                    Angular 11 Core not defined when implementing Custom UI
                    

                    About error " WebViewerJS version not found."
                    

                    How to highlight text without quads
                    

                    Webviewer giving partial content 206 error and nothing displaying
                    

                    Upgrading from webviewer v5 with XOD to v8 with PDF a good/bad idea? Best practices advice
                    

                    How can we get updated coordinates(x,y,height,width) of rectangle annotation as the rectangle moves on the page of pdf?
                    

                    WebViewer Server + PDFTron PDFNet must be initialized with a valid key exception
                    

                    After upgrade for 6.1.1 to 8.5.0 All Dropdowns in PDF show first item selected
                    

                    Can we use same licence for both Android & iOS which are used for Web app?
                    

                    Issue with Web viewer server
                    

                    Is it possible to get a cropped data from pdf?
                    

                    I can't seem to deinstance the webviewer component
                    

                    Issue on the getFileData() [Angular]
                    

                    Misplacement of the Annotation based on Coordinates and they are displaced to left on mapping the annotation after Reload
                    

                    Is there any way to use entire annotation toolsHeader on right side of webviewer vertically?
                    

                    In Annotation comments - annotation comment time always show the same for all the annotation
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                    PDFTron not loading PDF files in production mode on custom domain
                    

                    Error when loading certain tiff files (not able to convert to PDF)
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Full API for WebViewer
	Deploying WebViewer on your custom server - Using the PDFTron SDK for conversion on your server
	Overview of WebViewer’s JavaScript Library - What if you want more control of the server?
	Loading errors - Failed to load document. The document is either corrupt or not a valid PDF document.

APIs:	UseDownloader
	Core - options
	CoreControls - options

Forums:	Pdftron web server
	The Webviewer is too slow when I use in Interner explorer in my react -app
	Could not load type ‘APPortalUI.Web.HttpHandler.PdfHttpHandler’
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          I tested a couple of XOD files on our demo site and I didn’t see any problems:

Version 8.1.0 (you can see some XOD files from the dropdown)

https://www.pdftron.com/samples/web/samples/viewing/viewing-with-custom-server/

Version 8.0.1

https://www.pdftron.com/webviewer/demo/

If you still have issues with loading XOD file, can you provide the following information?

	the XOD file and the original PDF you are loading
	access to your application or your WebViewer related code (so we can try to reproduce on our side)


Thanks,

Oscar
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